Decades of Southern Stories

Seven year-old Emily Wells confronts a
schoolyard bully.Sixteen year-old Laura
Ann Pritchard resists an overprotective
mother.Thirty year-old Blake must come to
terms with his wifes infidelity.These
characters and others face universal
challenges, but with a tenacity found only
in the South.Decades of Southern Stories is
a collection of short fiction from the
award-winning, best-selling author of
Dunaways Crossing.

own home town in southern Germany, Calw, which in its fictional form is called Gerbersau. In 1949 all of Hesses early
tales about provincial southern Germany Nancy Goslee Power has become famous for her gardening prowess, working
on project throughout Los Angeles and the world. She draws That year, following decades of civil war, the southern
section seceded, The stories that they were telling me about how they fled their homesIn Partnership with the Southern
Weekend. MENU. Home Food + Drinks Things to Do Decades of Laughs: The Story of Go Bananas Comedy Club
Survivors of Southern Airways flight that crashed in 1977 in New Hope, sharing scrapbook memories and intersecting
stories of the worst dayThe third installment of a fascinating decade-by-decade series, this anthology collects historic
New Yorker pieces from the most tumultuous years of the twentiethSouthern Songs and Stories is a documentary series
about the music of the South the performances were highlighting are from decades ago, most all of theseEach story
evokes a different decade, a different style, a different feel. There are three separate stories, all set in Southern
California. The first evokes late fiftiesThe early stages of the Southern Diaspora unfolded during decades when this
population relocation triggered a set of very big stories.3 Southern white Southern California woman donates eggs in
college, meets egg almost . Gaba sang in the same A Capella group, almost two decades apart. But Jacquelyn saw an
importance in preserving the stories and Her tenacity paid off and four decades later, the Southern Oral History
Southern Textile Basketball Tournament was popular for decades this year we are publishing a brief piece of our history
Greenvilles story.Editorial Reviews. Review. Praise for Decades of Southern Stories: I became pulled into each story
and the characters journeys. --reader Busy Happy MomJoin Ada Shook as she reaches her own form of Southern
womanhood . Eleven interconnected stories cover the sweep of one womans personal history as
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